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Dr. Steven Wilson, an Oxford academic, is invited to join an American lecture tour by
the Anglo-American Cultural Committee and he asks his archaeologist wife, Sarah, to
accompany him on the trip to Boston.
After arriving in America, Steven makes arrangements at the airport for a rental car
and Sarah mysteriously vanishes. He receives an anonymous phone call explaining
his wife will meet him later at the hotel, but Steven learns she has been kidnapped
and he is embroiled in a scheme of a Middle Eastern terrorist organization seeking to
oust Yasser Arafat.
If he wants Sarah back alive, he must kill his friend and mentor, Ted Shapiro, the
American Secretary of State.
Will he carry out an assassination of one of America’s leaders or save the woman he
loves?
The Potomac Plot is a fast-paced action thriller, full of unforeseen twists and
startling revelations guaranteed to keep you guessing until the final showdown.

One
September 8, 1979
‘This is going to end in disaster; nothing good can come of it.’
The dull lighting and recycled air in the plane had given Steven Wilson his usual mild headache, but
nothing untoward had occurred to account for his sudden sense of unease. The flight was smooth, without
turbulence or anything to cause him anxiety.
Moments earlier, he had been feeling particularly happy, even smug. Who would have thought, even
a few months ago, that he would now be sitting in the First Class lounge of a Boeing 747 en route to
Boston? He sipped his champagne appreciatively and relaxed into his impossibly comfortable First Class
seat.
Although Steven had flown the Atlantic a number of times, it had usually been in Economy, his knees
pressed into the back of the person sitting in front of him. The tranquillity of First Class was a sharp
contrast with Economy, which always seemed packed with grannies and small children, and was full of
noise and distraction.
The ability to stroll around the First Class lounge was a delicious novelty, and he sauntered over to
where his wife, Sarah, was sitting.
‘Drink?’
Without looking up, she gestured a refusal, her head buried in an ancient scholarly text. Steven admired
Sarah and was, in fact, slightly in awe of her. Despite his Oxford education and Harvard doctorate, he
suspected that she regarded him as a bit of a Philistine. Sarah would, of course, know exactly who the
Philistines were, while Steven’s grasp of their historical location and significance was rather vague.
Sarah was the only daughter of a former British Ambassador and an expert in oriental languages and
archaeology. He studied her refined features from across the cabin and, not for the first time, reflected on
how fortunate he was to have such an attractive, intelligent and stylish wife. Sarah had class; there was no
doubt about that.
He resumed his seat and, to his relief, noted that the sense of unease had passed as unexpectedly as
it had come. He began thinking again of the lecture tour that was taking them to the United States in
such comfort. Steven viewed himself as a promising young man in the academic world, but he had been
somewhat surprised by the invitation from the Anglo-American Cultural Committee. It was not so much
that he had never heard of the Committee as the fact that it seemed too good to be true. Three lectures for
ten thousand pounds and First Class expenses for himself and Sarah was the sort of offer, as the Mafia
sometimes put it, he couldn’t refuse.
There had, of course, been some mutterings in the Senior Common Room of his Oxford College,
and he had been the inevitable butt of numerous feeble jokes about his CIA connections. He knew that
the comments were prompted largely by envy, but he scarcely cared either way. If the Anglo-American
Cultural Committee was funded by the CIA, as he knew many front organisations had been in the 1950s
and 1960s, so what? He was not compromising himself in any way. He had been given a free choice of
lecture titles and he was a critic of, rather than an apologist for, American foreign policy.
The idea of returning to Harvard as a distinguished visiting professor gave him a quiet pleasure, and it
was while he was savouring the prospect that the attendant reminded him that he had not yet ordered his
lunch. He consulted the menu in leisurely style, recalling the unspeakable plastic cutlery and even more
plastic food of his days in Economy Class.
By the time he had finished his meal, Steven felt content. The thought of what the next few days might
bring produced a feeling of growing excitement. If his lectures were a success, it was possible that he
might be offered a prestigious appointment at Harvard or Princeton. He was not worried about the lectures,
as he had prepared them with particular care. In any event, he was confident that his ability to think
quickly under pressure would stand him in good stead against the fiercest of questioning.
He had, after all, survived, even flourished, for three years at the tender mercies of his doctoral
committee, which included Ted Shapiro and Henry Kissinger, who both ate graduate students for breakfast.
Steven looked forward to meeting his old professor. Not at Harvard this time; the supervision of
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doctoral students had been left far behind. Now Steven would have to make the pilgrimage to Washington.
At home, Sarah had laughed when she handed him the imposing envelopes with the White House or
State Department seals. ‘From your friends in high places,’ she would mock.
In truth, Steven did find it thrilling that the slightly eccentric Professors of Government who had
unravelled so many knots for him in his doctoral thesis should now be sorting out messes of a rather more
formidable kind. To be able to name not only a Secretary of State but also a former National Security
Advisor as referees had done Steven’s academic career no harm, and he even suspected that the attention
of the Anglo-American Cultural Committee might well have fallen on him because of these connections.
Ted Shapiro and Henry Kissinger were the kind of Americans Steven admired, yet feared slightly.
The son of poor, Jewish immigrants, Shapiro had made it big, few bigger in the land of opportunity, but
something of that early struggle had left him with doubts and insecurities that Steven found mirrored his
own. He was fascinated by this stocky, bullet-headed man, who looked and spoke more like a docker than
a don, and their relationship had progressed beyond that of teacher and pupil. Shapiro was the kind of
father figure Steven’s own violent father had never been.
The seat belt warning lights flashed on and the captain’s smooth tones informed the passengers that they
would be arriving at Boston’s Logan Airport in five minutes. Steven rejoined Sarah, who had just finished
her book. Exquisite timing as usual, he thought. Steven always felt dishevelled at the end of a long flight,
but Sarah somehow managed to appear fresh and well groomed.
As he pondered on the mystery, Sarah said, ‘When we get in, I want to contact some people at the
oriental museum in Cambridge.’ She spoke quietly, but with authority. ‘When I wrote, the curator said he
would be only too pleased to help with my research. Do you think he will?’
‘With my influence, they’ll probably be at the airport to meet you,’ Steven replied.
‘Don’t be silly, Steven,’ Sarah replied, severe in tone.
She found Steven’s habitual facetiousness juvenile and tiresome, but her rebuke fell on stony ground.
Steven’s ears always popped painfully on landing, and he failed to catch her reply.
A few minutes later, the plane had taxied to a halt and the passengers began to gather their belongings
together. As they disembarked, Steven was stricken by his ritual panic. However many times he checked,
there was always a moment when he was convinced that he had lost either his wallet, his passport, or both.
After one final check, Steven’s blood pressure returned to more normal levels and, after acknowledging
the scolding he received from Sarah, who was embarrassed by his obsessive compulsive behaviour, they
proceeded in a more conventional manner to the cavernous immigration hall.
As they stood in line, Steven speculated, not for the first time, about the contents of the large files the
immigration officer consulted as he scrutinised the passports.
‘I wonder who’s in the black book?’ he whispered to Sarah. Steven smiled to himself as he remembered
how one of his left-wing radical colleagues had completed the space on the immigration form, purpose of
visit, with the words ‘armed insurrection against the American government’. But the joke had been on the
cardboard revolutionary when, much to his chagrin, he had been admitted without a murmur.
The wait for their bags was interminable and did little to lighten their mood. Once free of the customs
and immigration formalities, they emerged onto the main concourse. At once, they were confronted by the
customary hordes of waving, shouting friends and relatives. Even though he was not expecting anyone
would be there to meet them, Steven felt a twinge of disappointment that their arrival in America seemed
to have gone unnoticed.
‘You know Sarah, on second thoughts, I think it would be a good idea to hire a car rather than rely on
taxis. When we get some free time, I could show you some of the sights, and we could do some side trips
to Cape Cod, or up into Vermont or Maine. Never forget that the Committee are picking up all the bills,
and they seem quite relaxed about what we charge them.’
‘Whatever you say, Steven. This is your home territory. But can we please get away from this dreadful
airport?’
‘Okay. You stay here with the bags and I’ll see what the car rental desks have to offer.’
The queue at Avis was long and by the time he got some attention, it seemed that the automobile
cupboard was almost bare. He was offered the choice of a sub-compact Pinto or a luxurious Lincoln sedan.
With only the slightest hesitation, Steven plumped for the Lincoln. He hurried back to tell Sarah about
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their newly acquired status symbol. But when he reached the spot where they had parted, there was no
sign of Sarah. Their luggage was still piled on a trolley next to an empty chair at the edge of a coffee shop
where he had left Sarah.
‘She must have gone to the Ladies,’ Steven muttered to himself as he sat down to wait. But he was
surprised that she had left the luggage unattended; she was always so careful. Ten minutes later, he began
getting restless. There were people who retired to the toilet to consult ‘War and Peace’, but Sarah was
definitely not one of their number. He stood up and began impatiently pacing up and down the main
concourse. He decided to ask at the adjacent Air France desk, but his inquiry was met with a dismissive
Gallic shrug.
He could see a Ladies rest room right across the arrivals hall about 40 metres away, but he was reluctant
to leave their bags unattended. After minutes of indecision, he looked at his watch for the fiftieth time. It
was over forty minutes since he had left Sarah, and it was more than twenty minutes since his return to
the coffee shop. He had to do something. But he felt even more foolish when he asked a passing cabin
attendant if she would look to see if Sarah was in the Ladies’ restroom.
He heard himself saying, ‘I’m looking for my wife. She’s in her late twenties, about 5’6’, wearing a
navy blue suit, long dark hair.’
It was ridiculous. It made her sound like a little girl, like an evacuee who had forgotten to wear her
label. The attendant was obliging, but a few minutes later she emerged from the Ladies’ shaking her head.
Steven quickly considered the bookshop, the bank, even the beautician and hairdresser as possible
distractions, but he could still not reconcile such actions with the abandoned luggage. Sarah was a careful,
responsible person and, anyway, she seemed keen to get away from the airport. She could, like anyone,
have been caught short, but she had now been gone for ages. Good grief! This was getting beyond a joke.
A sudden, disturbing thought struck him. Perhaps Sarah had been taken ill, or even had an accident.
But surely he would have been paged or something. Steven took the luggage trolley to a nearby
information desk and, as he started to explain that he had mislaid his wife, he became aware of a familiar
sound in the echoing burble of the busy airport. He paused and strained to hear, with relief, he recognised
his own name on the public address.
‘Will Dr. Steven Wilson, recently arrived on flight BA147 from London, please pick up a red courtesy
telephone? A message for Dr. Steven Wilson...’
Steven felt slightly embarrassed as though everyone in the airport would know that he was the cause of
this nuisance. The clerk indicated the red phone at the end of the counter and Steven darted towards it as if
someone else might pretend to be him. Relieved, he picked up the receiver.
‘Sarah? Where on earth are you?’
The man’s voice on the other end sounded friendly.
‘It’s not Sarah. She’s busy at the moment, but she wants you to go straight to the hotel. She’ll see you
later, depend on it.’
That was all. Before Steven could demand a proper explanation, the line went dead. He stood for a long
time with electronic nothingness reverberating in his ears.
*****
Steven’s hand replaced the telephone receiver, although he was scarcely aware of this as a conscious
action. He was at a loss to know what to make of the phone call. Could it be some bizarre practical
joke? Steven dismissed the idea as soon as he thought of it. Sarah’s many qualities did not include an
appreciation of, or an enthusiasm for, schoolboy pranks. He was as much mystified as alarmed, but all he
could imagine was that it must be some kind of grotesque misunderstanding. But whose? His or Sarah’s?
And who was that man?
The problem now was what to do? There seemed little point in sitting on the cases indefinitely, but
he felt reluctant to carry on as if nothing had happened. It was scarcely an everyday occurrence to be
abandoned by your wife at a foreign airport, and to receive a phone call from a mysterious stranger who
had no name and gave no explanation of Sarah’s mysterious behaviour. There was nothing familiar about
the caller’s voice, and Steven was pretty sure he had never heard the voice before. What he was clear about
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was that the person was not an American. The man spoke in the cultured tones reminiscent of many an
Oxford academic.
Steven knew that Sarah planned to meet some distinguished scholars during their brief visit. Was it
possible she had bumped into one of them and decided to seize the moment given their busy schedule once
his lecture programme began? But it still failed to explain why she had not called him herself.
Steven was concerned, but also annoyed if he had been dumped in favour of some big hitter in the
world of archaeology. The explanation he gradually arrived at seemed improbable, but the alternative was
to go to the police, and that seemed not only a little drastic but potentially highly embarrassing. What
could he tell them? They would no doubt advise him to go to his hotel and wait, so he might as well
anticipate the advice. Decision made, he pushed the trolley out of Logan Airport, located his rental car and
drove into town.
Boston has a considerable advantage over most major American cities in that Logan Airport is situated
very close to the city centre. He managed to pick the right exit for the Callahan Tunnel and minutes later
found himself in the heart of the downtown area. The delay at the airport meant that the traffic was heavy,
and it was only after making two circuits of his hotel that he was able to slip into the correct lane to get
into the hotel’s underground car park.
The hotel was a modern monstrosity; he marked its architecture as early Barbarian. The thick pile
carpets in the foyer did little to soften the overriding impression of featureless anonymity. As he checked
in, Steven asked the desk clerk if there had been any messages for him. He was disturbed when the clerk
firmly shook his head. Steven pressed the question, but the clerk was indifferent to his entreaties to check
again. It was, Steven thought, the kind of impersonal hotel where, if you collapsed in the elevator, you
would go up and down for weeks before anyone bothered to see if you were dead.
Steven had a quick shower and changed his clothes. It was time, more than time to do something
positive about the strange events at the airport. A thought struck him, and he began rummaging through
Sarah’s suitcase. He found their address book and flicked through the pages until he found the name and
number of the Curator of the Oriental Museum at Harvard.
He asked the switchboard for the number and moments later he was put through to Professor Kamini.
‘Good afternoon, Professor, I’m glad I caught you. You don’t know me; my name is Wilson, but my
wife...’
‘Ah yes, Dr. Wilson, we are looking forward to meeting your wife. She has some very interesting ideas
about...’
Steven interrupted, ‘Excuse me, Professor, but are you saying you haven’t seen my wife? She hasn’t
been in touch with you today?’
‘Why no, we didn’t know that you’d arrived.’
‘I see. Thank you for your time, Professor. Goodbye.’
Steven just heard Professor Kamani inquiring if anything was wrong as he slammed down the receiver.
Now he was really worried; he should have gone to the police in the first place. Sarah had simply vanished.
He sat brooding for a moment, trying to stem the rising tide of panic. The phone rang and he jumped to
answer it.
‘Sarah?’
‘No, Steve, this is Bill Jackson of the AACC. You remember we met when I came over to set up the
lecture tour? I just called to apologise for not being able to meet you at the airport and to check that you’d
arrived safely and that the room was okay.’
Before Steven could reply, Jackson continued. ‘What about you and your lovely lady meeting me for a
drink in the hotel bar downstairs?’
The question threw Steven. He ought to say something about the airport - perhaps he should call the
police - but something made him strangely reluctant to take what seemed such an official step.
He hesitated for a moment. ‘Okay, just a quick one. See you in a couple of minutes.’
‘Fine, Steve. Turn left at the reception desk and you can’t miss the watering hole. Bye.’
Steven would have known it was the Committee’s liaison man without the introduction. Bill Jackson
was one of those Americans who assumed an easy familiarity, almost intimacy, with complete strangers.
He remembered how Sarah had giggled at his discomfort.
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Sarah. He must do something about locating her. He called the switchboard and told them to relay all
room calls to the bar for the next half hour. Perhaps he should talk it over with Jackson before calling the
police.
He slipped his jacket on, patted his pockets again to ensure that he had remembered to transfer his
wallet, and made his way downstairs. By the time he reached the lobby, his anxiety was such that he had
decided to call off the drink with Jackson and contact the police straight away. On impulse, he stopped at
the reception desk again and asked the same unsmiling clerk if there had been any messages.
He was expecting a world weary brush off again but the clerk unexpectedly smiled and said, ‘Funny
you should ask again so soon sir, but this was left on the counter a minute or so ago when my back was
turned.’
He handed Steven an envelope. It was addressed to Professor Wilson but the handwriting was
unfamiliar.
Steven turned away from the desk seeking privacy, but just as he was about to open it, a vigorous slap
on his back caused him to fumble and drop it.
‘Allow me,’ Steven was startled to see the burly figure of Bill Jackson bending to retrieve the envelope.
He handed it back to Steven.
‘Sorry I made you jump, but I thought you’d got lost so I came on a little search party. How are you?
Looking a bit pale. Been overworking I expect. The bar’s this way.’
Steven had already discovered that Jackson’s idea of a conversation was to ask and answer his own
questions. Steven had thought it a nervous habit, like a stammer, but Sarah had said it was an act, part of
a performance intended to persuade people that he was even dumber than he looked. Jackson was tall and
well built but rather clumsy and uncoordinated. His gait resembled a camel’s, while, for a man of forty, his
appearance was scarcely enhanced by a smooth, cherubic face topped by spiky fair hair. His clothes were
so ill-fitting that, as Steven had once remarked to Sarah, he did not so much wear suits as move around
inside them.
Steven found himself propelled towards the bar. Jackson’s insensitivity repelled him, and he slipped the
envelope into his jacket pocket, resolving to make an early excuse to go to the toilet to read it in private.
His plans were somewhat disrupted when Jackson abruptly exclaimed, ‘Jesus H. Christ’, stopped dead
in his tracks, and asked, ‘What am I doing, where is the lovely Sarah?’
The directness of the question threw Steven. He blurted out, ‘To tell the truth, I wish I knew.’
The two men sat at a booth in the bar and Jackson listened intently as Steven recounted the strange
events at the airport. When he had finished, Jackson was reassuring,
‘Don’t worry; I expect there’s a perfectly ordinary explanation for the whole thing.’
Steven suddenly produced the envelope.
‘What’s that?’
Steven explained and Jackson moved nearer, an intent but unrevealing expression on his face.
‘Well, aren’t you going to open it?’ was all he said, but it was obvious to Steven that Jackson was
somehow well ahead of him.
Steven tore at the envelope and found a single typed sheet with a simple message.
‘Sarah has been kidnapped. She will be returned only if you do exactly as we say. Go to the Boston
Aquarium at 10 a.m. tomorrow and wait by the crustacean display. If you contact the police, Sarah will
die.’
While Steven stared at the note, Jackson extracted a small piece of torn paper from the envelope. It was
a page out of a pocket diary with writing on it. Jackson held it closer to him; yes, there could be no doubt.
It was Sarah’s handwriting.
Steven went pale, almost ghostly; with trembling hands he passed the kidnap note to Jackson.
‘Oh my God.’
Steven buried his face in his hands. Jackson signalled to the waiter and, moments later, he returned with
two large bourbons. Steven tossed his back in one gulp but he felt no better for it.
‘It must be a sick joke; a cruel, sick joke, mustn’t it?’
He looked with desperation towards Jackson, who seemed suddenly preoccupied. Jackson said nothing
for several seconds but, when he spoke, his works struck a chill in Steven’s heart.
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‘I’m afraid I don’t think so. What the motive could be is anyone’s guess, but I think we have to take the
whole thing seriously.’
Even in his shocked state, Steven had noted that Jackson had used the term ‘we’ as if it were some kind
of joint problem or responsibility.
Jackson went on. ‘The facts are that Sarah has disappeared without explanation. The conclusion can
only be that she is unable to contact you through illness or injury, or that, and I’m sorry to say this, she is
being prevented from doing so. That clip from her diary looks pretty conclusive to me.’
‘But why?’ Steven almost begged.
‘That I don’t know.’ Jackson assumed control of the situation by refusing to allow Steven to become
hysterical.
‘The first thing to do is to eliminate the alternatives, so we need to check the airport sick bay and the
hospitals. I’ll do that now. You wait here and see if there’s any detail that you might have forgotten to tell
me.’
Jackson departed with his familiar lurching gait, except that this time it possessed an obvious sense of
urgency and purpose.
Steven ordered more drinks and, as he swallowed another large Jack Daniels, he began to get angry.
The thought of his beautiful, his precious Sarah. God, it didn’t bear thinking about. The things that might
be happening to her.
Suddenly, the glass crumpled in his hand, causing a cut in his right thumb. He swore furiously as he
wrapped a handkerchief around his thumb to stop the bleeding. What could he do? He racked his brains
but Professor Steven Wilson M.A. (Oxon), Ph.D. (Harvard) could think of nothing constructive to help
his beloved Sarah. His mind kept brooding on the unspeakable, and however hard he resisted, he found
himself trembling uncontrollably.
For what seemed an eternity - though in reality it was only a few minutes - Steven was lost in despair
and self-recrimination. If only they had got a cab, if only she had not been left alone, defenceless.
Defenceless, that was it; he knew there was something he had missed.
Surely someone at the airport would have noticed the struggle as Sarah was abducted? She was a strong
willed, even obstinate woman who would not have allowed her abductors an easy ride. He resolved to
mention this to Jackson when he returned. Although he had not warmed to Jackson at first, Steven was
surprised how relieved he was that Jackson seemed to have taken charge of affairs.
Moments later, Jackson returned, his face expressionless.
‘Look, the news isn’t good and it isn’t bad. I’ve drawn a blank at the hospitals and the morgue.’ Steven
winced as if struck, but Jackson continued, apparently oblivious of his reaction. ‘I’ve called a pal of mine
at airport security, and he says they have no report of any incidence or disturbance in the arrival lounge this
afternoon. Of course, it’s likely that they tricked her into leaving rather than risk a nasty scuffle . Before
we go any further, we’ve got to decide whether to go to the cops.’
‘No, no, no, a thousand times no.’
Steven was almost shouting, Jackson put a restraining hand on his arm and he quietened down. But he
continued in a fierce whisper, his face intense and anguished, ‘have you forgotten what the note said -she’ll
die if we tell the police.’
Jackson looked as if he was about to speak but Steven cut him short. ‘I know all about the psychology
of kidnapping, I know how they play on the family’s fears and I know, objectively, that its probably stupid.
But I can’t, don’t you see, I can’t take the chance. If anything happened to Sarah because I rushed to the
police without even knowing what it is they want, I could never forgive myself. Never.’
Somewhat to his surprise, Jackson made no attempt to change his mind; he merely shrugged and said,
‘It’s your ball game. The best thing you can do is to get an early night. I’ve had some food sent up to your
room but before you go, we’d better make some plans for tomorrow. Here’s what I suggest.’
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